In this paper, we investigate some properties of BF -algebras for a homomorphism of BF -algebras.
Introduction
Y. B. Jun, E. H. Roh and H. S. Kim ([3] ) introduced a BH-algebra. They defined the notion of an ideal and a boundedness in a BH-algebra and studied some properties of them. C. B. Kim and H. S. Kim ([1] ) defined a BG-algebra and considered some related properties. A. Walendiziak ([4] ) introduced the notion of BF/BF 1 /BF 2 -algebras and investigated some properties of (normal) ideals and subalgebras in BF/BF 1 /BF 2 -algebras. And he studied the properties and characterizations of them.
In this paper, we investigate some properties of BF -algebras for a homomorphism of BF -algebras.
Preliminaries.
We review some definitions and results discussed in [4] .
By a BF -algebra we mean an algebra (X, * , 0) of type (2, 0) satisfying the following conditions:
for all x, y ∈ X. A BF -algebra (X, * , 0) is called a BF 1 -algebra if it satisfies the following identity:
A BF -algebra (X, * , 0) is called a BF 2 -algebra if it satisfies the following identity:
(BH) x * y = y * x = 0 imply x = y for all x, y ∈ X.
For brevity, we also call X a BF -algebra. If we can define a binary operation " ≤ " by x ≤ y if and only if x * y = 0. A non-empty subset A of a BF -algebra X is called a subalgebra of X if x * y ∈ A for any x, y ∈ A. A non-empty subset A of a BF -algebra X is said to be normal (or a normal subalgebra) ( [2] ) of X if (x * a) * (y * b) ∈ A for any x * y, a * b ∈ A. Note that any normal subalgebra A of a BF -algebra X is a subalgebra of X, but the converse need not be true (see [2] 
(ii) 0 * x = 0 * y implied x = y for any x, y ∈ X.
(iii) if x * y = 0, then y * x = 0 for any x, y ∈ X. Lemma 2.2. Let X be a BF -algebra and let N be a subalgebra of X. If x * y ∈ N for any x, y ∈ N , then y * x ∈ N . Corollary 2.3.( [2] ) Let X be a BF -algebra and let N be a normal subalgebra of X. If x * y ∈ N for any x, y ∈ N , then y * x ∈ N .
A BG-algebra (X; * , 0) ( [1] ) is an algebra of type (2, 0) satisfying (B1), (B2) and (BG).
(ii) x * y = 0 implies x = y for any x, y ∈ X.
(iii) The right cancellation law holds in X, i.e., if x * y = z * y, then x = z for any x, y, z ∈ X.
(iv) The left cancellation law holds in X, i.e., if y * x = y * z, then x = z for any x, y, z ∈ X.
Problems of a homomorphism
In what follows, let X be a BF -algebra unless otherwise specified. Let (X; * , 0) be a BF -algebra and let N be a normal subalgebra of a BFalgebra X. Define a relation " ∼ N " on X by x ∼ N y if and only if x * y ∈ N for any x, y ∈ X. Then ∼ N is a congruence relation on
Then " * " is well-defined, since ∼ N is a congruence relation.
The BF -algebra X/N discussed in Theorem 3.1 is called the quotient BFalgebra of X by N . Theorem 3.2. Let X, Y be BF -algebras and let Z be a BF 2 -algebra. Let h : X → Y be an epimorphism and g : X → Z be a homomorphism. If Ker(h) ⊆ Ker(g), then there exists a unique homomorphism f :
Proof. For any y ∈ Y , there exists an x ∈ X such that y = h(x), since h is onto. Given an element x ∈ X, we put z := g(x). Define a mapping f :
. By a similar way, 0 = g(x 2 * x 1 ) = g(x 2 ) * g(x 1 ). Since Z is a BF 2 -algebra, we have g(x 1 ) = g(x 2 ). This means that f is well-defined. Clearly, g(x) = f (h(x)) for any x ∈ X.
Let y 1 , y 2 ∈ Y . Then there exist x 1 , x 2 ∈ X such that h(x 1 ) = y 1 , h(x 2 ) = h 2 , since h is an epimorphism. Hence we have
Hence f is a homomorphism. The uniqueness of f is follows from that h is an epimorphism.
Theorem 3.3. Let X, Y and Z be BF -algebras, and let g : X → Z be a homomorphism and let h : Y → Z be a monomorphism with Im(g) ⊆ Im(h). Then there exists a unique homomorphism f : X → Y satisfying h • f = g.
Proof.
For each x ∈ X, g(x) ∈ Im(g) ⊆ Im(h). Since h is a monomorphism, there exists a unique y ∈ Y such that h(y) = g(x). Define a map f :
). Since h is a monomorphism, we get f (x 1 * x 2 ) = f (x 1 ) * f (x 2 ). Therefore f is a homomorphism. The uniqueness of f follows from the fact that h is a monomorphism.
Let A be a normal subalgebra of a BF -algebra X. Then the map p : X → X/A defined by p(x) = [x] A is a homomorphism, which is called the canonical mapping. Note that Ker(p) = A. If f : X → Y is a homomorphism, where X is a BF -algebra and Y is a BF 2 -algebra, then Kerf is a normal subalgebra of X. Hence X/Kerf is a BF -algebra. Lemma 3.5. Let X be a BF -algebra and Y be a BF 2 -algebra. Let f : X → Y be a homomorphism. If A is a normal subalgebra of X such that A ⊆ Ker(f ), then a mapf :
A . This means x * y ∈ A ⊆ Ker(f ), and so f (x) * f (y) = f (x * y) = 0. By a similar way, f (y) * f (x) = f (y * x) = 0. Since Y is a BF 2 -algebra, we have f (x) = f (y). Thereforef is well-defined Clearly, f is a homomorphism. Theorem 3.6. Let X be a BF -algebra and let Y be a BF 2 -algebra. Let A be a normal subalgebra of X and let f : X → Y be a homomorphism. Then the following are equivalent:
where p : X → X/A is the canonical mapping.
Furthermore,f is a monomorphism if and only if A = Ker(f ).
Theorem 3.7. Let X be a BF -algebra and let Y be a BF 2 -algebra. Let f : X → Y be a homomorphism, and let A, B be normal subalgebras of X and Y respectively such that f (A) ⊆ B. Then there exists a unique homomorphism h :
commutes, where p and q are canonical epimorphisms.
, where x, y ∈ X, then x * y, y * x ∈ A and hence
To prove the commutativity of the diagram, let
Finally, to prove the uniqueness of h, let k :
This completes the proof. Theorem 3.8. Let X be a BF -algebra and let Y be a BF 2 -algebra. If a homomorphism f : X → Y can be expressed as a composite of homomorphisms as follows:
where α is an epimorphism, β is an isomorphism, and γ is a monomorphism, then A ∼ = X/Ker(f ) and B ∼ = Im(f ).
Proof. Consider the diagram
where i •f • p is the canonical decomposition of f and α, β, γ are an epimorphism, an isomorphism and a monomorphism, respectively. Since f = γ • β • α and γ, β are each monomorphism, we have f (x) = 0 if and only if α(x) = 0. Hence Ker(α) = Ker(f ) = Ker(p). By Theorem 3.2, there exists a unique homomorphism h : A → X/Ker(f ) such that h • α = p. Clearly the mapping h is a monomorphism, since Ker(α) = Ker(p). Moreover, h is surjective, since p is surjective. Thus h is an isomorphism. Since Im(γ) = Im(f ), by applying Theorem 3.3., we have a unique homomorphism k : Im(f ) → B such that γ • k = i. The mapping k is clearly an epimorphism. The injectivity of k follows that i is injective. Thus k is an isomorphism.
